My Apologies and Thanks

By Anna Von Reitz

I have not been answering phone calls and haven't been answering mail, because I am simply overwhelmed with work. I am maintaining my health and my outlook as best as I can, but I literally don't have time to do anything but work, work, work. If it's not one kind of work, it's another. Up at dawn, down at midnight, repeat, repeat, repeat.

It must also be admitted that I am not as young as I used to be and the boundless energy and flexibility of youth are sadly lacking. I can't "bounce back" so have to keep on a steady schedule and focus on making progress toward the major goals. Every week I get thousands of emails from people needing help, people who are confused and need assistance with paperwork, people who are angry about the whole situation, people who are in jail who shouldn't be. I can sympathize and I need to be kept up to date on what is going on in the world, but aside from sharing information with you all, I can't get involved in millions of individual cases and thousands of issues.

There is just one issue that underlies all of it --- the identity theft that has been practiced against us all. If they hadn't stolen our identities as birthright Americans none of the evils presently upon us would be possible. If they hadn't infringed upon our common law copyright of our own given name, none of this would be possible. So that is the central issue that has to be addressed, here and on an international basis.

In order to do that, I have to keep my nose to that grindstone and somehow ignore every secondary issue.

I want you all to know how very much I care and how thankful I am to those of you who have been faithfully supporting our team. I am "old school" so it really bothers me that I can't write thank you notes and respond one by one to everyone who donates. Your generosity certainly deserves that and more, but the fact is that I can't even write thank you notes and hope to get my work done. Sometimes, you can't fish and you can't cut bait, you can only put on your blinders and dive headlong into the task(s) that absolutely have to be done. This is one of those moments.

Keep tuned for important updates.